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The RBNZ early Wednesday will be this market's main local focus. Only one of
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expected to be increased.
US High Grade: Relentless Supply
- By Shankar Ramakrishnan and Ken Jaques, p5
The week started and ended with a bang as the unprecedented debt issuance
binge continued to get more encouragement from strong investor demand and
a backdrop that despite alarming economic news and prospect of a difficult
recessionary period seems to be pricing in a more optimistic scenario.
BMW Bank to Reopen European ABS market
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BMW Bank GmbH is to reopen the European ABS market after the outbreak of
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- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p12-13
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Know The Flows: SRI/ESG Bond Funds Start May With Record Inflows
- by Cameron Brandt, p14
Equity Funds with socially responsible (SRI) or environmental, social and
governance (ESG) mandates have ridden out the volatility triggered by the COVID19 pandemic, posting only one weekly outflow year-to-date and outperforming
their non-SRI/ESG peers. Fixed income investors appear to have taken notice.
BTP M0 Future – Above 139.77/141.13 to Give Bulls Traction
- by Ed Blake, p16
Buy into near-term dips as we await a return through 139.77/141.13 opening
145.69. Stop under the 132.61 higher low.
NZD/USD – Downside Risk Whilst .6176/.6276 Caps
- by Ed Blake, p17
Sell into near-term recovery gains in anticipation of a resumption of the broader
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WTI M0 Future – Above 33.15 to Signal Near-Term Basing
- by Ed Blake, p18
Possible buy dips towards 18.05 as we await further near-term recovery towards
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The NZD Week - Bias is Neutral
By Tony Nyman, Head of G10 FX

continued page 4
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The NZD Week – cont’d
Expected Nzd/Usd trading range is 0.6050 - 0.6200.
Two positive drivers.
• Recent broader market sentiment is likely to receive a fresh shot in the arm by news
the PBOC pledged "more powerful" policies to counter the COVID impact in China. In its
quarterly MPS, the CB did not include the vow to "avoid excess liquidity flooding the
economy," but repeated prudent monetary policy will be more flexible and
appropriate, and said it will keep liquidity at a reasonably ample level.

beyond COVID as well as its relations with the US. We are not entirely confident in either
respect.
RISK - We maintain the RBNZ QE initiated (about to be doubled?), pro-cyclical, risk on/risk
off, China and Aus proxy (amid Beijing's increasing tensions with the US) and pro-global
growth (39.8 JPM global mfg PMI) Kiwi will struggle to maintain its ascent and could be
back (some distance) below 0.6000 sooner rather than later. There is still plenty of time in
May for the commodity bloc to receive its seasonal whack.

• Independently, ahead of many nations, NZ PM Ardern will begin to end the lockdown
this week. Recall last week she talked of the economy having a safe haven advantage
for investment etc. Credence to Ardern's upbeat (or overly-optimistic?) view comes via
the data. See bottom right of the Dashboard, the Citi NZ economic surprise index
stands at a relatively solid 64.3, with the preliminary May ANZ business confidence
coming in at 45.6 earlier vs -66.6 the month previous' record low and possible base.
The RBNZ early Wed will be this market's main local focus. Only one of 19 respondents to
a Bloomberg poll expect a rate cut from 0.25%, but QE is expected to be increased. Thanks
to ANZ who see it being roughly doubled to Nzd 60bln, the CB's tool of choice.
Note the investment bank also cites forward guidance and if Orr and co rule out OCR cuts
for the remainder of the year it could give the Kiwi a fresh lift. However, ANZ caution risks
are tilted towards more easing in time and Nzd remains sensitive to global risk appetite.
Those are its Achilles heels.
It's also Budget week. Fifteen leading NZ health professional organisations have reportedly
written to the MOF asking for the govt to invest in a just transition to a healthy, climateresilient, sustainable and low-emissions economy. ANZ though say it will be a “sobering”
Budget and difficult choices are on the horizon. Clearly stimulus is required, but it needs to
be targeted to where the economic pain is being felt the most, i.e. tourism. Opening up
the border with Aus would be helpful, say ANZ, but not a panacea. ANZ remain
comfortable forecasting a sluggish recovery, but much will depend on the progression out
of lockdown and what the RBNZ and Govt do.
We felt last week's resilience was in part down to market negatives being largely European
and the Kiwi was relatively sheltered. Ahead, much will depend on China's continued path
Back to Index Page

• Advance from Mar's .5470 spike low remains intact, with the market continuing to post
higher reaction lows
• Focus now turns to 61.8% of the fall from Dec's .6756 peak at .6265, which may prove
difficult to overcome on this run, given the close proximity of the 100/200-DMA's
(approx .6280/.6340)
• Below .5995 stalls, risking back to Apr's .5911/.5844 lows
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US High Grade: Relentless Supply
By Shankar Ramakrishnan and Ken Jaques
The week started and ended with a bang as the unprecedented debt issuance binge
continued to get more encouragement from strong investor demand and a backdrop that
despite alarming economic news and prospect of a difficult recessionary period seems to be
pricing in a more optimistic scenario.

“What I cant get my head around is that jobless rate triples but equities are up and a massive
leveraging exercise is on. . .I understand the Fed has propped the market up with its measures
but I wonder if any of this is market denial or cognitive dissonance,” said one syndicate
banker.

Indeed, the continued strength in the US high-grade primary markets and the equity markets
is prompting market players to wonder if there is a bit of overexuberance being built into
asset prices.

“Has the market come too far too fast even before there is any concrete liquidity support from
the Fed? Possibly in high-yield but I still think technicals favor a further tightening in highgrade spreads in the near term,” said one senior credit strategist.

“Though we will see bouts of indigestion of such huge volumes of paper leading to wider
spreads, as we saw in the last few days, broadly supply will remain at this high intensity level
propped by demand and the expectation that the Fed will start buying at some point and
probably focus more on high-grade than just Double Bs,” he added.

Back to Index Page

Average high-grade spreads widened by 3bp on the day and week as of May 7 but were still
71bp tighter over the last month.
The strain of what has been a flood of new paper supply was starting to show on the primary
market on Friday. The spread tightening through bookbuild from IPTs to pricing was an
average 21.4bp compared to 30bp-40bp earlier in the week and book coverage was a modest
2.53 times versus 4.0-4.5 times earlier.

“All this supply is testing the capacity limits of investors so there is bound to be some price
sensitivity and pushback on levels making it a bit more of a buyers markets rather than a
sellers one,” said one banker.

But the fact that issuers can come to the market and get access to liquidity that would allow
them to continue extending their term structure and create that bridge of comfort between
where we are now at the moment to a time when there is some semblance of normalcy and
we are firmly in a reopen mode, should encourage more debt issuance.

Like last week, the coming week is expected to be filled with new deal announcements. ExSSA issuance last week totaled $97.725bln compared to $86.2bln in the previous week. This
week is expected to see an average of $74.5bln with the highest estimates at $82.5bln.

This is an excerpt from US Informa Finale. For the full report, web subscribers can click HERE
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BMW Bank to Reopen European ABS market
By Anil Mayre, Senior Analyst
BMW Bank GmbH is to reopen the European ABS market after the outbreak of COVID-19
with the first deal to be publicly marketed for almost two months.

The current size of the underlying portfolio is around EUR648.6m (EUR696.5m original size)
which would make this the smallest deal in the series.

Commerzbank and ING are leads on the Bavarian Sky German Auto Loans 10 STS deal,
which has been announced just a week after the originator retained a non-STS deal pooling
balloon loans. Investor calls are available on request through to May 12.

The previous deal was upsized during the process though. The collateral metrics are broadly
similar to the previous deal, although with a slightly higher exposure to used vehicles at
54.78% versus 50.45%.

The transaction will give an indication of the current state of demand while also providing a
fresh primary market pricing point for a sector that has not seen any marketed supply for
several weeks.

The senior tranche WALs are very similar at 1.64-years and 1.65-years on the last deal, but
the new issue assumes a slightly slower CPR of 16% versus 17.5%.

This deal will be BMW's first public euro deal since Nov 2019 when it printed EUR900m of
1.65-year Triple A notes at a margin of 1mE+16bp through Bavarian Sky German Auto Loans
9.
The leads have referenced that bond in a comps list that also includes market peers
Mercedes-Benz Bank AG and Volkswagen. BMW's previous deal with a 1.42-year WAL is
seen bid at 33bp. Other bonds are bid wider, ranging from 35bp out to 40bp on VCL 30.
The new issue sees BMW offer a 1.64-year Triple A note with a coupon of 1mE+70bp, to be
sold above par. This accounts for 92.5% of the capital structure.
An unrated and retained Class B makes up the remaining 7.5% of the capital stack, while
there is also a cash reserve for 0.5% giving total credit enhancement of 8% to the top
tranche. This is the highest since Bavarian Sky German Auto Loans 3 in 2015, with
subsequent deals either at 7.25% or 7.5%.

There are 31,995 loans in the portfolio, of which 30,840 have a balloon component. These
account for EUR641m of the EUR648.6m current portfolio balance, with the balloon element
being EUR348.4m or near 54%. The average balloon payment amount is EUR11,298.05.

Proportionally, this is in line with the last deal. EUR955.8m of the EUR965.2m portfolio had a
balloon component, which was EUR527.7m or 54.7%. The average balloon payment was
EUR11,838.06.
This will be only the second public German auto ABS this year, following VW's VCL 30 on Feb
26.
Last year was not much more productive for this sector with just two public deals at the
same stage (VW and RCI Banque, although part of a third deal was pre-placed).
Year-to-date public auto ABS issuance across jurisdictions stands at around EUR3.5bn
equivalent. Just over EUR20bn equivalent of auto ABS bonds were sold in 2019.
continued page 7
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European ABS – cont’d
The previous publicly marketed European ABS deal was a French RMBS, Harmony French
Home Loans FCT 2020-1 which priced on March 11. However, four euro CLOs have recently
been issued. Three priced a couple of weeks ago, and one more on Tuesday.

Year-to-date placed supply across all asset classes is nearing EUR24bn, but total issuance
including retained deals is now over EUR50bn from 66 transactions. As such, public deals
make up less than half the overall volume.

At the same stage last year the tallies were near EUR29bn and EUR45bn (from 62 deals in
total) respectively, with public issuance playing a more prominent role with just under twothirds of the volume.

In six of the nine previous completed quarters public issuance outstripped retained deals.

But as the chart (right) shows, Q2 has got off to a slow start for public bond sales which is to
be expected given the deterioration in markets amid effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.

And although BMW will boost the public tally somewhat, more retained deals are expected
in the coming weeks and months as some issuers look to take advantage of central bank
funding schemes.

Back to Index Page
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Euro Corp Comment: Issuers Enjoy Pricing Power
By David Corbell, Head of Credit, Europe
While politicians continued to debate how and when the general population will get back to
work, the primary corporate market was ahead of the game last week with volumes jumping
to EUR14.05bn as of Thursday's close via 19 separate lines.

Swisscom's deal also exemplified one of the week's key themes which saw issuers access
funding at highly economic levels seeing many of last week's borrowers price their deals
either flat or through existing curves with the average NIC falling for the second straight
week to just 1.72bps.

That marked a third straight week of rising volumes.
Significant spread compression through execution also remained a key theme with issuers
slashing pricing by an average of 38.68bps (from IPTs to reoffer). Standing out
was Nokia who chopped 60bps off both tranches of its 5- and 8yr split rated deal which also
landed with zero NICs.

And that supply had buyers queuing up too where total orders topped EUR54bn.
That demand was enough to produce a very healthy average bid to cover of 4.33 times with
that ratio given a huge lift by a blowout deal for Swisscom as its Green status, EUR500m nogrow size and comparative rarity helped pull in enough buyers to sell the deal more than 14
times over.

Back to Index Page
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Asia US$ Primary Market: A Week in Charts (w/e 8th May 2020)
By Andrew Perrin, Sylvia Xu APAC Credit Analysts
Total issuance in the APAC US$ bond market totaled US$6.95bn in the week ending 8th
May 2020, courtesy of seven issuers which priced 10 individual transactions. Four
Chinese names dominated the week with US$5.35bn of the total from seven separate
tranches, with two Indonesian and an Australian name contributing the rest.
From an industry perspective, the SOE/Sovereign sector stood out with US$3.6bn of the
weekly total, which was largely thanks to the jumbo US$3bn 3-part 144A/RegS exercise
from Chinese energy and petrochemical giant Sinopec.
This was followed by the non-property Corporate sector which contributed US$1.85bn of
total APAC US$ supply in the week ending 8th May 2020, shadowed by Financial
borrowers which chipped in at US$1bn, with senior unsecured supply from Indonesian
lender PT Bank Mandiri and additional tier 1 supply from Australian insurer QBE
Insurance Group Limited ensured both ends of the capital structure were on the menu.

Meanwhile, lower beta investment grade names continued to overshadow the rest of the
market, making up US$6.6bn of the weekly total, with an unrated US$350m tap from
Chinese computer manufacturer Lenovo Group Limited making up the balance.
The average cover ratio of the APAC US$ investment grade deals totaling US$6.6bn
issued in the week ending 8th May 2020 was 4.92 times, based on combined orders in
excess of US$32.5bn. This once again allowed issuers to lock-in some attractive funding
levels, as illustrated by the very modest average NIC of just 1.07bp for the week’s
investment grade names.
The largest NIC of the week was the 12bp equivalent that Lenovo offered on its US$350m
5.875% Apr 2025 tap which was marketed on a cash price basis (landed at $101.00
versus $100.25 IPG). That unrated deal was also the only non-IG US$ paper on the menu
this week. The smallest was the -10bp (negative) NIC on Sinopac's US$500m 3.35% May
2050 tranche.
continued page 10
Back to Index Page
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Asia US$ Primary Market – cont’d
This in turn was supported by some sizable tightening of spreads during execution.
Stripping out the Lenovo tap shows that the remaining nine investment grade
transactions were tightened by between 35bp and 62.5bp during book building, with
the average tightening move coming in at 49bp. That in turn reinforces a continuation
of the trend which has seen new issue concessions on APAC US$ high grade supply on a
steady downtrend since the primary market re-opened on 31st March 2020.

The majority of deals which priced in the week ended 8th May 2020 also performed well in the
secondary market. Our snapshot below illustrates that of the nine separate tranches we were
able to obtain decent screen quotes on (based on screens quotes on the morning of Friday 8th
May 2020), five were bid inside their respective re-offer levels, two were holding in ca. re-offer
bid, while two were wider.
continued page 11
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Asia US$ Primary Market – cont’d
Investment grade:
Broader regional investment grade spreads also largely maintained
a tightening bias over the week ending 8th May 2020, albeit
marginally as reflected by the Bloomberg Barclays Asia US$ IG
Index Avg OAS (BAIGOAS) which tightened by 2.73bp.

High yield:
The Bloomberg Barclays Asia US$ HY Index Avg OAS (BAHYOAS)
managed to close fairly flat over the course of the week ending 8th
May 2020, tightening just half a basis point at 991 thanks in no
small part to a constructive session on Friday which saw the index
tighten 11.44bp.

Back to Index Page

Source: Informa Global Markets (IGM)
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China Insight: CNH is Showing Last Bit of Strength
By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
On 7th May 2020, PBOC and SAFE officially issued the "Measures on Capital Management
of Foreign Institutional Investors Investing in Securities and Futures in China". The key
features of this policy are summarized below:
• The quota mechanism for QFII/RQFII is abolished;
• Foreign institutional investors can remit in foreign currency (FCY) or Renminbi (RMB) or
both depending on their investment needs, and open the corresponding FCY and RMB
accounts.

• Restrictions on custodian appointment no longer exist. That means the foreign
institutional investor can appoint multiple custodians based on their business needs.
• Foreign institutional investors can choose to provide the tax commitment letter for each
profit repatriation, or provide a onetime tax commitment letter stating covered period
and the cumulative profit amount for repatriation.
The new policy will come into effect on 6 June 2020.
As per the state-owned media, the removal of the quota restrictions on QFII, RQFII is aimed
at boosting financial opening. But we believe it, to a certain extent, is more or less driven
by policymakers' concerns over FX reserves adequacy. Chart 1 shows that China's FX
reserves have been failing to increase further since reaching USD3119bn in summer last
year. With monetary easing underway, more FX reserves are needed, otherwise it will be
increasingly difficult for PBOC to stabilize RMB FX. It's worth noting that the USD30.9bn
increase in FX reserves in April was still far from big enough to offset the USD46.1bn
decline in March.

In regard to external trade, we note that China's imports from the US have not been doing
very well (chart 2), since the phase-1 trade deal was signed in mid-Jan. We are quite sure
Donald Trump takes those numbers quite seriously as with the presidential election
approaching he very much needs to show his success in making China committed to
purchase more US goods. In fact, we have noted a couple of developments recently:
• US Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin on Tuesday (5 May) warned of consequences if
China fails to honour the Phase 1 trade deal.
• Donald Trump on Wednesday (6 May) said he will report this week on how far China has
fulfilled the trade deal.

continued page 13
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China Insight – cont’d
CNH historically was well-supported in the month when the NPC meeting took place.
Because the NPC meeting is scheduled for 22 May, there is a good chance that CNH will be
trading on a firm note most of the time this month. However, this could be the last bit of
strength that CNH will show before depreciation pressure re-emerges (chart 3) as a result of
Trump's next hostile move against China. We expect renewed depreciation will bring CNH
back to 7.16-7.18 against the USD later this summer.

However, amid the slowing internal demand in China as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic
and shrinking FX reserves, it should be extremely difficult for the top Chinese policymakers
to guarantee China will 100% meet Trump's request. Against this backdrop, we reckon
Donald Trump will take some aggressive moves, which may be quite hostile, on China later
this month or in June.
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Know The Flows: SRI/ESG Bond Funds Start May With
Record Inflows
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
Equity Funds with socially responsible (SRI) or environmental, social and governance (ESG)
mandates have ridden out the volatility triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic, posting only one
weekly outflow year-to-date and outperforming their non-SRI/ESG peers. Fixed income investors
appear to have taken notice. EPFR-tracked SRI/ESG Bond Funds chalked up a new inflow record
during the first week of May as they extended their current streak to six weeks and $5.4 billion.
Outside of the SRI/ESG groups and some of the major Sector Fund groups, investors showed more
caution than conviction for the second week running. Another $53 billion flowed into Money
Market Funds and $2 billion to Gold Funds while Brazil, Switzerland and China Equity Funds and
Dividend Equity Funds experienced above average redemptions
Overall, a net $16.2 billion flowed out of EPFR-tracked Equity Funds during the week ending May
6 while Balanced Funds took in $680 million, Alternative Funds $1.1 billion, Bond Funds $11.3
billion and Money Market Funds $53.5 billion. Leveraged Bear Funds accounted for nearly all the
headline number for Alternative Funds.
At the asset class and single country fund levels, flows to Denmark Equity Funds hit a 27-week
high, China Equity Funds extended their longest redemption streak since mid-4Q19 and Singapore
Equity Funds took in fresh money for the ninth time in the past 10 weeks. Mortgage Backed Bond
Funds snapped their longest outflow streak since 1Q17, High Yield Bond Funds extended their
current run of inflows to six weeks and $31.4 billion and Inflation Protected Bond Funds took in
fresh money for the second time in the past three weeks.

Back to Index Page

For further information on EPFR, please click HERE
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BTP M0 Future – Above 139.77/141.13 to Give Bulls Traction
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Recovered from 124.02 (18 March base) to 145.69 (27 March high), before correcting to
132.61 (22 April low)

•

Bulls have since resumed and positive studies suggest gains over 139.77/141.13 re-opening
145.69 (27 March reaction high)

•

Only the loss of 132.61 would negate bulls, signal topping and threaten a return to the
124.02 spike low

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy into near-term dips as we await a return through 139.77/141.13 opening 145.69. Stop under
the 132.61 higher low
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

148.95
145.69
142.68
141.13
139.77

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

135.43
132.61
129.13
126.69
124.02

Resistance Levels
4 March 2020 lower high
27 March 2020 lower high
31 March 2020 high
9 April 2020 high
30 April 2020 high
Support Levels
7 May 2020 low
22 April 2020 reaction low, near 61.8% retrace of 124.02/145.69 recovery
76.4% retrace of 124.02/145.69 recovery
Equality of 145.69/132.61 fall from 139.77
18 March 2020 contract low
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NZD/USD – Downside Risk Whilst .6176/.6276 Caps
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Recovery from .5470 (19 March base) lost momentum over recent weeks, prompting
ranging under .6176 (30 April)

•

Studies have flattened and a return below .5995 (7 May low) would re-open April’s
.5911/.5844 higher lows

•

Below .5844 is needed to confirm a resumption of the wider downtrend to .5591 (23 March
low), perhaps .5470

•

Only over .6176 and then 62.76 (12 March high) would avert the downside threat and
expose .6448/.6503

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Sell into near-term recovery gains in anticipation of a resumption of the broader downtrend
targeting .5844. Stop and reverse on a clearance of .6276
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

.6629
.6503
.6448
.6276
.6176

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

.5995
.5911
.5844
.5740
.5591

Resistance Levels
24 January 2020 minor lower high
3 February 2020 high
9 March 2020 spike high, near 76.4% retrace of .6756/.5470 fall
12 March 2020 high, near 61.8% retrace of .6756/.5470 fall
30 April 2020 high
Support Levels
7 May 2020 low
23 April 2020 higher low, near 38.2% retrace of .5470/.6176 rally
3 April 2020 higher low, near 50% retrace of .5470/.6176 rally
61.8% retrace of .5470/.6176 rally
23 March 2020 low, near 76.4% retrace of .5470/.6176 rally
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WTI M0 Future – Above 33.15 to Signal Near-Term Basing
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Accelerated the downtrend to 6.50 (21 April contract low) ahead of corrective gains
towards 33.15 (9 April high)

•

Daily studies are improving, but above 33.15 is required to suggest basing and signal more
sustained recovery

•

Closure of the 37.15/41.57 downside gap would confirm and expose 48.92 (3 March lower
high)

•

Failure to regain 33.15 and/or a return below 18.05 (4 May low) would avert the recovery
and re-open 6.50

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Possible buy dips towards 18.05 as we await further near-term recovery towards 33.15. Stop and
reverse on a break under the 10.07 minor higher low
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

41.57
37.15
35.11
33.15
28.14

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

22.58
18.05
12.67
10.07
6.50

Resistance Levels
6 March 2020 low, gap high, near 61.8% retracement of 63.73/6.50 fall
11 March 2020 high, gap low
50% retracement of 63.73/6.50 fall
9 April 2020 lower high
15 April 2020 high, near 38.2% retracement of 63.73/6.50 fall
Support Levels
6 May 2020 low
4 May 2020 low, near 23 April 2020 former high at 18.26
29 April 2020 low
28 April 2020 minor higher low
21 April 2020 contract low
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